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A Theory of Architecture for Spatial Abstraction
Juyang Weng Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—A great mystery is how the brain abstracts during
the process of development. It is also unclear how motor actions
alter cortical representation. The architecture theory introduced
here indicates that for each cortical area, the bottom-up space and
top-down space are two sources of its representation — bridge
representation which embeds manifolds of both spaces into a
single space. A bridge representation has the following properties (a) responses from developed neurons are relatively less
sensitive to irrelevant sensory information (i.e., invariants) but
are relatively more sensitive to relevant sensory information for
classification (i.e., discriminants), (b) neurons form topographic
cortical areas according to abstract classes. Both properties
transform meaningless (iconic, pixel like) raw sensory inputs
into an internal representation with abstract meanings. The most
abstract area can be considered as frontal cortex (or motor
area if each firing pattern of the motor represents a unique
abstract class). Such a cortical representation system is neither a
purely symbolic system nor a monolithic meaning system, but is
iconic-abstract two-way: bottom-up attention, top-down attention
and recognition are all tightly integrated and highly distributed
throughout the developmental network.

I. I NTRODUCTION

R

EPRESENTATION is a central issue of development
from experiece. How does the brain develop cortical
representation that is abstract and meaningful from many
raw retinal images with complex backgrounds so that it can
generalize correctly (e.g., recognize a car) and reason in terms
of abstract concepts (e.g., its type, location in the field of view,
and size)? It is also not clear how motor actions enable internal
brain abstraction. Top-down connections along sensorimotor
pathways are known to be involved in attention and memory,
but their computational roles are unclear.
is a central issue of development from experiece. How
does the brain develop cortical representation that is abstract
and meaningful from many raw retinal images with complex
backgrounds so that it can generalize correctly (e.g., recognize
a car) and reason in terms of abstract concepts (e.g., its type,
location in the field of view, and size)? It is also not clear
how motor actions enable internal brain abstraction. Top-down
connections along sensorimotor pathways are known to be
involved in attention and memory, but their computational
roles are unclear.
Along the visual pathways in the human adult brain, later
visual cortex includes functionally specific regions that preferentially respond to abstract objects, e.g., faces or places. For
example, in the temporal lobe, the fusiform face area (FFA)
responds to face stimuli [1], [2], [3], the parahippocampal
place area (PPA) responds to place identities [4], [5], [6]
and the prefrontal cortex responds to objects [7], [8]. At a
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larger scale, in the brain’s visual sensory processing systems,
there are pathways commonly called ventral “what” and dorsal
“where” pathways [9], [10]. The later cortical regions along
the ventral pathway respond to object identities (i.e., what),
while the lateral regions along the the dorsal pathway respond
to the relative locations of the sensed objects (i.e., where) in
the visual field. A similar organization of “what” and “where”
pathways also exist in the brain’s auditory processing systems
[11], [12]. Although such an absolute characterization of pathways does not fully convey the representational complexity (as
our analysis will explain below), such characteristics of brain
representation are important properties of brain abstraction.
Two possibilities exist in terms of the assignment of the
functions of such “abstract” cortical areas (e.g., FFA and PPA).
In the first, the brain has intrinsically-specified representation
so that the assignment is exclusively the consequence of a
genetically specified architecture that passes from one human
generation to the next and, thus, the experience only somehow
establishes the link between sensory inputs with such an
intrinsic representation.
In the second, the assignment is a consequence of the
intrinsically-specified scaffold and the brain’s learning experience with the external environments. However, there was no
model that demonstrates this (see the review by Ansari 2008
[13] about the current lack of a model for emergent abstract
representation) until Luciw & Weng 2008 [14] which was the
first that demonstrated emergence of abstract representation.
The work reported here gives the computational theory and
insight into this second possibility and theoretically explains
the experimental demonstration of network abstraction in
Luciw & Weng 2008 [14].
If we consider the retinal input to be at the bottom of
the visual hierarchy and the motor output at the top of the
hierarchy, there is a lack of computational theory that explains
how the network develops abstract internal representations in
cortical regions. It is widely known that the sensory inputs
can greatly alter cortical representation [15]. However, it is not
clear how activities in motor areas and other later cortical areas
directly alter representations in early cortical areas through
top-down connections. Top-down connections are known to
play a role in attention and memory [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21], [22], [8] and they have been recently used in computational models of networks that use Hebbian type of learning
[23], [24], [25], [26]. However, the computational roles of
top-down connections in biological networks, especially in
representation and abstraction, are largely mysterious.
The computational work reported here shows, through theoretical analysis and computational simulations, how top-down
connections through a sensorimotor pathway enable the cortex
to have the following properties.
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1) Discover discriminant features. Automatically discover relevant information from a mixture of relevant
and irrelevant information in high dimensional cortical
inputs.
2) Tune representation toward invariant to distractors.
Recruit cortical neurons to represent features that are
invariant to distractors.
3) Cortical abstract topography. Form long-term topographically meaningful, abstract cortical representation
(e.g., class partitioned instead of class mixed in ideal
situation). Statistically, the cortical regions have drastically reduced within-class scatter.
4) Superior generalization. Reduce generalization error
for sensory inputs that are similar to those samples
sensed during the training, but are different from any
samples sensed in the training (e.g., in monocular 3-D
object recognition and binocular disparity detection).
The Section 2 discusses the architecture of a general sensorimotor pathway similar to those in the neocortex. Section
3 presents a theory about a single neuronal layer. The mechanisms of top-down connection in network abstraction were
analyzed in Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the experimental
results, and Section 6 provides some concluding remarks.
II. S ENSORIMOTOR PATHWAY
Various networks have been used to model cortical processing and learning [27], [28], [29], [30], [31]. Recent cerebral
anatomical studies have shown that the architecture of the
cerebral cortex appears to have certain general rules. The cortex has the same 6-layer organization scheme across different
cortical areas in the forebrain, e.g., the primary visual cortex,
the parietal association cortex, the prefrontal association cortex
and the primary motor cortex [32]1 . Among the 6 cortical
layers, from L1 to L6, L4 and L2/3 are two feature layers.
The major pathway links subcortical input through L4, then
L2/3 to the cortical output. L4 and L6 receive subcortical
input, L2/3 provides intracortical output, while L5 provides
subcortical output. In each layer, there are feedforward as well
as recurrent connections between excitatory neurons, while
inhibitory neurons provide specific kinds of inhibition, either
at somata or at dendrites, depending on the class of cell (e.g.,
Callaway 1998 [33] and many others). Various networks have
been used to model cortical processing and learning [27], [28],
[29]. Felleman & Van Essen [34] reported that descending
(top-down) projections from later cortical areas end in L2/3
but avoid L4 of the cortex. Weng et al. [26] modeled that
the cerebral cortex consists of two paired feature detection
layers — unsupervised learning in L4 and supervised learning
in L2/3, where such paired layers are linked by corticocortical connections, as the architecture of Multilayer In-place
Learning Networks (MILN) in Fig. 1. 2
1 The thickness and other parameters vary across different cortical areas
(e.g., some layer is thinner in some cortical areas).
2 In this model, L6 assists L4 for lateral interactions, and L5 assists L2/3
for lateral interactions as in the 2-level model of Callaway 1998 [33]. Two
major simplifications from [33] are: direct links from L4 to L5, and direct
subcortical input to L6 are neglected, as L5 and L6 are simulated by direct
lateral interactions within L4 and L2/3, respectively, without using explicit
cells.

2

Fig. 1. The MILN architecture. A circle indicates a cell (neuron). An

arrow from a layer in the cortex to a part of the network indicates
the approximate functional correspondence. A dashed line indicates
lateral connections (inhibitory or excitatory), which may be connected
by a single cell or relayed by multiple cells. Thick lines with arrows
indicate multiple connections to multiple neurons.

As a general-purpose sensorimotor pathway model, the
network has a number of layers L0 , L1 , ..., Lm , with L0 as
the input layer and Lm the output layer. Since the cortical
functional layers are modeled by such network layers, we
can consider the neuronal representation in each layer as a
model of the cortical representation. It runs at discrete times,
t = 1, 2, .... The network takes a vector as input at L0 at time
t and produces a vector at time t as motor output from Lm .
The input layer L0 can be considered as the entry cortical area
of the sensorimotor pathway, e.g., the retina. In our computer
simulations, each input vector corresponds to a digital image.
The output from the network corresponds to motor signals.
Mathematically, a function that produces numerical vector
outputs is called a regressor. A regressor network can also
perform classification. For example, the number of nodes in
the output layer is equal to the number of classes. Each
neuron in the output layer corresponds to a different class.
For example, at each time instant t, the neuron in the output
layer that has the highest output corresponds to the class that
has been classified (i.e., recognized).
The MILN architecture in Fig. 1 corresponds to a richly
recurrent network, although the two-way nature of connections
is not fully shown in the figure. To give a detailed view about
the two-way connections among neurons in feature detection
layers (L4 or L2/3), Fig. 2 indicates how each neuron (marked
c at the center) in a feature detection layer is connected to
other neurons in the same layer and those in the previous and
the next layers. The output (solid lines) from each layer is
not only used as input for the next layer, but is also fed back
into other neurons in the same layer through lateral inhibition
and into the previous layer as top-down connections.3 As the
connection from neuron c to another neuron c0 needs to pass a
synapse, it is typical to consider that the synapses as belonging
to the post-synaptic neuron c0 . Thus, we need only to consider
input synapses (weights) in our modeling.
3 It is worth noting that neurons in L4 do not receive top-down connections
directly from L2/3, a special case of the general architecture of a neuronal
feature layer in Fig. 2.
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already available but those of layers l and l + 1 are not. Thus,
each neuron in layer l should use the response at previous time
for all sources, bottom-up, lateral and top-down. The entire
network needs to be updated significantly fast so that an object
to be recognized appears in at least one or two image frames.
The time delay between an input image and its corresponding
motor output is equal to the sampling period of the network
times the number of network layers. The environment is still
a dynamic, non-stationary world.
III. S INGLE L AYER

The architecture of a neuronal feature layer. The two-way
nature applies to all the three types of connections: bottom-up, lateral
and top-down. Only the connections from and to a single cell marked
c are shown, but all the other neurons in the feature layer have the
same default connections. Dashed (blue) lines to the neuron c are
input (dendrite, afferent) connections. The solid (red) lines from the
neuron c are output (axon, efferent) connections.
Fig. 2.

In summary, each neuron c in layer l has three types of
input connections, as shown in Fig. 2:
1) Bottom-up input connections: connections that link from
the neurons in the earlier layers (e.g., layer l − 1 or
earlier). All the sources of bottom-up inputs for a neuron
are denoted as space X.
2) Lateral input connections: connections to neurons in the
same layer (e.g., layer l or other cortical areas that
are mutually exclusive with layer l). All the sources of
lateral inputs for a neuron are denoted as space Y .
3) Top-down input connections: connections to the neurons
in the later layers (e.g., layer l + 1 or later). All the
sources of top-down inputs for a neuron are denoted as
space Z.
Furthermore, each neuron c in layer l has three types of output
connections, as shown in Fig. 2:
1) Top-down output connections: connections to early layers, denoted by X.
2) Lateral output connections: connections to other neurons
in the same layer, denoted as space Y .
3) Bottom-up output connections: connections to the neurons in the later layers denoted as space Z.
Given each sensory input in layer 0, all the neurons in
the network compute in parallel. We will address supervised
learning exclusively in this paper, although other learning
modes can be incorporated. During the training phase, the
responses of the motor output layer are set by the given
desirable output. During the test phase, the responses of the
motor output layer are computed. When the response of layer
l is being computed, the updated response of layer l − 1 is

Each cell does not need a dedicated extra-cellular learner.
This property is called in-place learning property [35], [26] —
every signal processing cell in place is fully responsible for development in general and learning in particular. For example,
only pre- and post-synaptic activities and the cell firing age
are used for cell-centered learning. This in-place development
property is similar to, but not the same as, a looser property
called local learning, as local learning may still require local
extra-celullar mechanisms. As the in-place learning property
is useful for understanding biological learning, our modeling
will refer to this property.
A. Dually optimal Self-Organization Maps: the LCA theory
Network learning models face a long-lasting open problem
arising from two conflicting criteria: the need for long term
memory (stable representation with slow change) and the
need for fast adaptation (to learn quickly from just a few
input samples) while integrating both long-term and shortterm memories. The recent Lobe Component Analysis (LCA)
theory [35], [36] was meant to address this open problem. LCA
generates dually optimal Self-Organization Maps (SOM) —
(1) the representation is spatially optimal by minimizing the
representation error given the limited neuronal resource, and
(2) the representation is temporally optimal at each time step.
Regardless of the LCA characteristics, the top-down connection mechanisms that are presented in the following sections are also applicable to many other alternative models of
network learning. In particular, the Voronoi diagram concept
used in SOM is an applicable concept to understand singlelayer self-organization.
B. Neuronal density in the neuronal input space
To understand further how neurons use top-down connections for abstraction, we need to characterize neuronal
density in the input space using the learning scheme of
LCA. LCA has the following distance-sensitive property: The
amount of change in the neuronal weight vector v is a monotonically increasing function of the norm of the difference
y(t)x(t) − v(t − 1), where y(t) is the neuronal response to
x(t), y(t) = g(v(t − 1) · x(t)), and g is a linear or sigmoidal
function. This means that the farther the response weighted
input y(t)x(t) (called neuronal internal observation in this
paper) from v(t − 1), the larger the weight update.
Theorem 1 (Neuronal Density Theorem): If the updating
scheme satisfies the distance-sensitive property, a region in
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the input space that has a higher probability density recruits
a denser population of neurons. This property is true for any
finite dimension of the input space X.
This theorem4 is illustrated in Fig. 3. In particular, input
regions where the probability is zero do not waste neurons,
due to this property. This property is especially important
for efficiently using neuronal resource when the dimension of
input x is very high, but the dimension of the signal manifold
is relatively low.
IV. T OP - DOWN C ONNECTIONS
If the input vector x of each neuron contains only the
bottom-up and lateral inputs, LCA performs self-organization
in the inner product space. The bottom-up input provides
information for feature extraction. The inhibitory lateral inputs
from neurons in the same layer provides competition among
neurons in the same layer so that different neurons will detect
different features. In a small region (e.g., 3 × 3), excitatory
lateral connections provide topographic smoothness in the
layer. Next, consider top-down connections.
A. Theory and Formulation
Every neuron in layer l has three types of inputs, bottom
up x, lateral y and top-down z. Suppose that the synaptic
weight vectors corresponding to x, y and z are vx , vy and
vz , respectively. The pre-action potential of a neuron is
u = αvx · x + βvy · y + γvz · z.
where α, β and γ are parameters.
For simplicity, let us assume a fully connected network:
Every neuron in the layer l is fully connected with neurons
represented in bottom-up input x, lateral input y and top-down
input z, although many weights can become zeros through
learning, resulting in a locally connected network.5 As shown
4 The proof is as follows. First, suppose X is 1-D, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a).
Consider the neuron C. Note that any random input x that falls into its 1D Voronoi region (marked by the two dashed lines) will pull the neuron C
toward x through neuronal update. Suppose the left border (vertical dashed
line) and right border (vertical dashed line) are equally far from C. Then,
because the probability density on the right side of C inside the Voronoi
region is higher, pulling forces in two opposite directions are not balanced
(the right force is statistically stronger), making C move toward the right.
Thus, the right border is closer than the left border, as shown. Next, consider
2-D or higher dimensional density. Without loss of generality, we prove the
2-D case where the probability density is uniform. Then the local neuronal
density cannot be denser in one direction and sparser in another. Suppose
that the vertical local neuronal density is higher than the horizontal local
neuronal density, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Consider any neuron c. Samples
that full into the Voronoi region of neuron c pull the neuron c toward arriving
samples. Since the Voronoi region of c is elongated along horizontal direction,
arriving samples are more likely to pull the neuron c horizontally. Further, the
configuration of Fig. 3(b) is an unstable position, because as soon as c moves
horizontally in one direction, c will continue to move in the same direction as
shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d). In Fig. 3(c), the neuron c happens to be pulled to
the right, and then it continues to move toward the right as the region on the
right side in the Voronoi region is larger. In Fig. 3(d), the neuron c happens to
be pulled to the left, and then it continues to move toward the left. Therefore,
regardless whether the neuron c moves to the left or the right, the local vertical
neuronal density is reduced. Every neuron c will become stable only when
the pulling forces inside its Voronoi region is balanced in all directions and
no direction has a statistically stronger pulling than other directions, which
means that the local neuronal density is uniform in all directions. 
5 Every biological cell has a limited connection region. This subject is being
investigated in the ongoing work but is beyond the scope of this paper.
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in Fig. 2, this is very complex recurrent system. Every neuron
A is connected with every neuron B in the multilayer network,
no matter in which layer B resides. Because connections are
all two-way, every neuron in every layer receives signals from
all other neurons (in the same and different layers), but it also
sends signals to all other neurons (in the same and different
layers). While a neuron A receives signals from a neuron
B, it will change its own response which will then further
change the response of neuron B. Such back-and-forth forward
and backward influences go on and on through time. Further
compounding the problem is that all these neurons must learn
their own weights.
Our approach is to consider all neurons in each layer as a
functional cortical layer (e.g., L4 or L2/3) modeled as LCA,
called an LCA layer. In a fully connected multi-layer network,
such an LCA layer has two types of input, bottom up input
x ∈ X and top-down input z ∈ Z. Using the developed
layer L, the layer produces the response y and the updated
layer information L0 . Thus, an LCA layer can be denoted
as a function (y, L0 ) = f (x, z | L) where f indicates the
function implemented by LCA. For incremental update at
discrete times, we have (y(t), L(t)) = f (x(t), z(t) | L(t−1)).
During the development, every layer l in the network runs in
parallel.
Suppose that there are c neurons in a layer, and the
response from the layer is represented by y(t) = (y1 (t), y2 (t),
..., yc (t))> ∈ Y , then LCA is a mapping f from the space
of bottom-up and top-down input X × Z into the response
space Y of the layer l, denoted as f : X × Z 7→ Y ,
where X × Z from two spaces X and Z denotes their
cartesian product: X × Z = {(x, z) | x ∈ X, z ∈ Z}. This
mapping f encapsulates the lateral connections in the layer and
makes analysis clearer for this hard-to-analyze highly recurrent
system.
Thus, a major purpose of LCA is to develop feature neurons
in the layer so that (1) different neurons in the layer detect
different features from input (x, z), (2) these features are
optimal in space and time, (3) the response vector y indicates
the goodness of match between input (x, z) and the top-k best
matched neurons. Other neurons do not fire for input (x, z).
This top-k firing rule is also known as sparse coding [37].
To understand the effect of top-down connections, we need
the following corollary.
Corollary 1: Neurons are not stable till pulling forces are
isotropic.
Proof: It directly follows from the proof of the Neuronal
Density Theorem, as shown in Fig. 4. If the horizontal pulling
forces are stronger, it is an unstable configuration and the
neuron will move horizontally away from it. 
B. Variance recruits neurons
Theorem 2 (Variance Recruits Quantizers): If a limited
number of neurons tile a uniformly distributed multidimensional input space P , a subspace with a larger variance
recruits more quantizers (neurons).
Proof. As proved in Fig. 4, a dimension that has a larger
variance receives more quantizers (neurons). 
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The isotropic pulling principle. The neuronal density adapts to the probability density in the neuronal input space. Neurons are
dynamically pulled in all directions, caused by incrementally arriving samples. (a) 1-D density case: lobe regions with higher probability
density (higher section of the curve) recruit denser neurons (indicated by vertical arrows). (b)-(d) 2-D density case. For simplicity, assume
that the 2-D input density is constant in the shaded region. Then, neuronal density adapts toward uniform distribution. (b) Unstable situation
for neuron c as the region is elongated: Stronger force to pull horizontally than vertically. (c) Neuron c is pulled toward the right by chance.
Such pulling will continue in the same direction until pulling forces are statistically balanced in all directions, resulting in a stable Voronoi
region. (d) Likewise, neuron c is pulled toward the left by chance, causing the neuron c to be continuously pulled to the left.
Fig. 3.

Scaling of subspace affects the response disparity. For simplicity, assume that the probability densities are uniform in the colored
regions. (a) The subspace of relevant information has smaller variance than the irrelevant information. Neurons sample along the irrelevance
space with more levels (4) than the relevant subspace (2). (b) Scale the relevant input by a factor of 2, increasing the standard deviation
by a factor of two. Then, neurons sample in both directions almost equally. (c) Further scale down the irrelevant input, enabling neurons to
spread exclusively along the relevant direction to give it 8 levels. That is, invariant to irrelevant direction but very sensitive to the relevant
direction.

Fig. 4.

In general, the bottom-up input space X of neurons in a
cortical area is composed of the parallel input of relevant
space Xr , the space that is relevant to the motor output, and
irrelevant space Xi : X = Xi × Xr . The above scaling up and
scaling down quantizers along a particular direction that is of
interest. However, the cortex does not know a priori which
subspace in the input is relevant and which is not.
C. Top-down connections recruit quantizers
Consider that the brain wiring adds top-down connections
represented by space Z which represents the desired output
from layer l. Such supervisory signals of Z can be provided
externally from a teacher.
In general, Z does not have to be the space of the final motor
output. Any cortical region can consider its target regions Z
as its “motor” areas. When these target areas fire, they tell the
earlier cortex that its down-stream “teacher” is supervising
through the top-down connections.
Thus, Z is a part of the input to the neurons in layer l,
along with its bottom-up input space X = Xi × Xr :
P = X × Z = (Xi × Xr ) × Z = Xi × (Xr × Z)

We can see the new relevant subspace Xr ×Z. This is because
relevance is with respect to the motor output space Z. Thus,
we reach our Top-down Recruitment Theorem:
Theorem 3 (Top-down Effect Theorem): If Xr and Z are
linearly related and the sample distribution in Z is not constant, the top-down input space Z enable finer quantization in
Xr than without.
Proof. For simplicity. we visualize the LCA top-1 firing rule
in the inner product space using the simpler nearest neighbor
firing rule in Fig. 5. Without top-down Z, LCA enables the
limited number of neurons to tile the space spanned by Xi
and Xr . Adding top-down input Z, the relevant space is
expanded from Xr to the linear manifold in Xr × Z. We
have Ek(xr , z) − (x̄r , z̄)k2 = Ek(xr − x̄r , z − z̄)k2 =
E(kxr − x̄r k2 + kz − z̄k2 ) = Ekxr − x̄r k2 + Ekz − z̄k2 >
Ekxr − x̄r k2 since Ekz − z̄k2 > 0. Therefore, the variance
Ek(xr , z) − (x̄r , z̄)k2 in the expanded relevant subspace
Xr ×Z, is the sum of the variance Ekxr − x̄r k2 in the original
space Xr and the variance Ekz − z̄k2 which is not zero. This
means finer quantization for Xr during testing when Z is not
available. 
From Theorem 3, we can see that a high variance in a
irrelevant subspace Xi is very damaging — it wastes neuronal
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The top-down effect from the neuronal quantization principle. Consider a limited resource, e.g., 8 neurons, in a neuronal layer. The
bottom-up input space X = Xi × Xr consists of the unknown irrelevant subspace Xi and the unknown relevant subspace Xr . (a) Using the
bottom-up input space X only, the limited number of neurons tile the bottom-up input space using “square” tiles. Graphically, the resulting
partition space is called Voronoi diagram, but we use “square” tiles for simplicity. Due to the variance difference, the irrelevant dimension
Xi receives 4 quantization levels but the relevant Xr gets only 2 levels. (b) Using both bottom-up X input and top-down input Z during
learning. Z is dependent on Xr , typically nonlinearly. For simplicity, the plot assumes that Z depends on Xr linearly. The 8 neurons tile
the uniform manifold (shaded region) using “square” tiles. (c) Test after training in (b). Even when top-down input is not available during
testing, Xr now has 4 quantization levels but Xi now has only 2.

Fig. 5.

resource and interferes with correct winning. Just relying on
the top-k winning rule (sparse coding) is not sufficient. For
example, for the challenging figure-ground problem, the number of background pixels is much larger than the foreground.
A large number of neurons each having a different receptive
fields are necessary to compete effectively with many more
background-responding neurons.
In summary, the LCA learning will dually optimally6 distribute the limited neuronal resource over the signal manifold
in the input space — move the limited neuronal resource
according to the high probability regions of input space so that
the final target locations minimize the expected quantization
error. Furthermore, the step size of each update is optimal to
best use the limited experience up to every time t. In particular,
the part of input space where no sample appears will not be
covered by neurons, and those regions that have few samples
are only covered by few neurons.

Although this relationship between Xr and Z is not strictly
linear as in Fig. 5, Z in this type also recruits quantizers,
although not uniformly as Fig. 5. In Type (b), the input does
not contain sufficient information to uniquely determine the
desired output. This is the case when, e.g., the representation
in the previous cortical area is not rich enough (e.g., the
number of neurons is too few in a lower animal or the learning
experience is not sufficient in the brain of a human child).
Type (c) is typical for real-world problems: the input contains
a sufficient amount of information but the information is
not perfect (e.g., teaching is not fully consistent or practice
has minor errors). Summarizing Types (a) to (c), we can
see that the statistical dependency of z ∈ Z on xr ∈ Xr
varies according to a variety of factors, from the quality of
the sensors, to the quality of previous processing of Xr ,
to the nature of the classification or regression task, to the
consistency of signals from the motor end.

D. The relationships between the relevant input subspace and
the output space

E. Statistical measures of cortical abstraction: neuronal entropy and within-class deviation
We discuss two kinds of statistical measure of cortical abstraction, neuronal entropy and cortical within-class deviation.
The entropy of a neuron measures how class-selective the
neuron is when it responds during testing. For each neuron,
when it responds the highest among all the neurons in a layer,
the probability for input to be from
Pnclass i is pi , i = 1, 2, ...n.
The entropy of this neuron is − i=1 pi log pi . A totally pure
neuron has an entropy value 0, and a maximally impure neuron
has a uniform distribution with an entropy log n (log n = 1
if the logarithm take the base n). The average entropy of
all the neurons in a layer is a statical measure about how
class selective the neurons are. Our simulations summarized

In Fig. 5, the relevant information xr uniquely determines
the desired motor output z ∈ Z. This is not always guaranteed.
Between relevant sensory subspace Xr and motor subspace
Z, there are three types of relations, (a) deterministic one-toone, (b) deterministic not one-to-one, (c) non-deterministic,
as shown in Fig. 6. In Type (a), the input is sufficiently
informative to uniquely determine the desired output and the
number of neurons in this layer is sufficient to reasonably
approximate the relationships between input space Xr and
output space Z (e.g., in the brain of a skilled worker).
6 More

detailed analysis of this dual optimality is available [36].
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The dependency of output (denoted as motor) in space Z on the relevant information in space Xr and neuronal recruitment in
expanded relevant subspace Xr × Z. (a) deterministic one-to-one, (b) deterministic not one-to-one, as the dashed vertical line intersects
multiple points. (c) non-deterministic.

Fig. 6.

below have positively demonstrated the average entropy is
significantly reduced using top-down connections (i.e., the
neurons are purer).
However, the fact that the neurons are purer does not necessarily mean that neurons that respond to the same class are
grouped nearby in the neuronal layer. For example, although
neurons in Fig. 3 approximate the distribution in input space
X well, their physical positions in the cortical layer can be
arbitrary, since their weight vectors in the input space X do
not specify neurons’ physical positions in cortex. In the LCA
algorithm, neurons are assumed to have migrated to the regular
grid of their target layer. Lateral excitatory connections among
nearby neurons encourage a certain degree of smoothness
of synaptic weight vectors across nearby neurons. This local
smoothness is simulated by LCA using 3 × 3 neighborhood
updating when the center neuron is the winner.
Given that the input x arises from class Ci , i = 1, 2, ..., n,
the cortical position7 of the top-1 responsive neuron represented by the synaptic vector v is p(v, x) if the neuron at
p(v, x) is the top-1 winner neuron in a learned layer. The
within-class variance for p is defined as the average of the
conditional squared distance from the class mean:
n
X
2
w (p, X) =
E[kp(v, x) − p̄i k2 | x ∈ Ci ]pi
i=1

where p̄i is the conditional mean for cortical position p(v, x)
given x ∈ Ci , i = 1, 2, ..., n. Vector p is a 2-dimensional
vector if the neuronal plane is 2-D.8 The within-class deviation
is the square root of the within-class variance.
When neurons are class-pure and the neurons that respond
to the same class group tightly in a nearby region in the
neural plane, the within-class deviation is small. If neurons
are impure and they scatter randomly in the neuronal plane,
the within-class deviation is large. Therefore, the smaller the
within-class deviation, the more abstract the internal representation is in terms of this statistical property.
V. E XPERIMENTS WITH NATURAL I MAGES
All the networks constructed in our computer simulations
have three layers: layer 0: input; layer 1: internal feature
7 Note
8 If

that it is not the response vector y(v, x).
the neuronal layer is a 3-D volume with depth, that p is a 3-D vector.

representation; layer 2: motor output. In the motor layer, each
output corresponds to a class. For m class classification, the
motor layer has m neurons. For classification, the output
neuron whose response is the highest in the motor layer corresponds to the class that has been detected. During learning,
the motor neuron that corresponds to the class of input is set
to 1, and other motor neurons are set to zero.
The goal is to recognizing 3-D objects from image views.
A set of 25 objects was used in the experiment and the motor
information taught and examined was “what”, the identity of
the object. Each object was rotated horizontally on a rotational
base in the full range of 360 degrees. It is not necessarily true
that within-class deviation is smaller than the between-class
deviation, as grayscale object views from 360 degrees are very
different. In addition to the large viewing angle variation, the
position of each object within the image changed slightly while
the object was rotated. From the real-time video, we grabbed
images among which 4160 images were randomly chosen for
training and the remaining 1040 images were used for testing.
The detail of the experimental results was reported in Luciw
& Weng 2008 [14]. Without top-down connections, the cortical
representation is class-mixed (within-class deviation = 17.6),
but with top-down connections the cortical representation is
class-partitioned (within-class deviation =3.6) although generally there is no guarantee that every class has only one region.
In other words, meaningless pixels values in the images (iconic
inputs) are transfered into meaningful abstract regions in the
internal cortical layer representation, where each class region
represents the meaning (object in this case). This surprisingly
good property of network internal abstraction through topdown connections was reported in Luciw & Weng 2008 [14]
but the theoretical underpinning was not clear. The theoretical
work here predicts this important property. The theory here
predicts that in higher order cortical areas, neurons with
abstract features will be grouped together although such an
ideal class partition (a single region for each class) is not
guaranteed (see the IT map properties reported by Wang et
al.1996 [38] and Tsunoda et al. 2001 [39] which are consistent
with the prediction here).
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VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Bayesian probability models have been widely used to predict human overt behaviors using abstract but human-defined
representations. They are not appropriate for explaining the
emergent basis of brain abstraction. On the other hand, a static
brain model without taking into account experience through
development is not sufficient to understand brain abstraction. Motivated by brain development, this work introduces
a biologically plausible theory about how a netywork develops abstract representation from sensorimotor activities. Such
an abstract representation has a series desirable properties:
The abstraction is (1) experience dependent, (2) downstream
oriented (for the motor), (3) discriminative (less sensitive
to sensory distractors) and (4) topographic (neurons for the
same actions are grouped). The presented theory and analysis
explain the causality of the first experimental results [14]
that computationally demonstrated internal cortical abstraction. This theory can be used to predict a wide variety of
cortical representations for different tasks.
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